
                                                                                   18.March. 2022 

 

Dear Sir  

                                                         Museum Director : Fujio HORI 

                                           OAKI POSTER MUSEUM,JAPAN 

                                           c/o Gifu Kyoritsu University 5-50 Kitagata-cho 

                                           Ogaki-shi, Gifu Pref.,503-8550 JAPAN 

                                           TEL & FAX : ＋81584-77-3503 

                                           E-mail info@ogaki-postermuseum-japan.com 

                                           http://www.ogaki-postermuseum-japan.com 

 

We want to shout "NO WAR" by the poster 

 

We would like to shout in real time about which is happening in Ukraine now. Therefore, we are assuming the 

following activity. We will ask you an urgent request. 

 

● We will create a (NO WAR) page on our own website. 

The poster design which you send us will be posted there with your name, and that page will be updated. 

(Please note that we are considering to use ( or to spread) your design data in Japan and overseas. Please be aware 

it in advance. ) 

 ◆ Please send your design data in JPEG (.jpg). You can send it by attached e-mail (We will accept digital data) 

    If you add your poster title or comment about your design in the text, as well we will post it together. 

 

● At a later date (exactly the date and exhibition place are undecided ), we will print your design on the ordinary 

poster paper and exhibit it in Ogaki city or the other cities(maybe in oversea as well, if possible ) 

  ◆ We would appreciate  if you could send your data us the illustrator for  in case of print. 

     The finished size: B1 as the submitted   

    

     (We need 2 types of your design data for website and for printing on the ordinary poster paper.) 

 

● We are very sorry for this activity, you are completely volunteer.【No reward.】 

 

● Since it is a sudden matter, so there is no specific time (dead line) for sending your data to us, 

    but we would like to appeal in the real time to what is happening now. So it is very useful to 

    send your data to us as soon as possible (If possible, at latest by the end of this month.) 

 

We will try to inform to this activity to the other oversea designers (countries near Ukraine, Poland, etc ...), 

It is our pleasure if you will introduce this (NO WAR) activity to the other designers that you know. 

We would like to spread this activity to many people as possible as we can. We wish that as many people as possible 

will participate in this(NO WAR) activity . 

Thank you very much. 


